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Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Extracts from Laocoön:  
An Essay on the Limits of  Painting and Poetry, 1766.  1

Chapter One  
The general and distinguishing characteristics of  the Greek masterpieces of  painting and 
sculpture are, according to Herr Winckelmann, noble simplicity and quiet grandeur, both in 
posture and in expression. 'As the depths of  the sea always remain calm,' he says 'however much 
the surface may be agitated, so does the expression in the figures of  the Greeks reveal a great 
and composed soul in the midst of  passions.'  

Such a soul is depicted in Laocoön's face - and not only in his face - under the most violent suffering. 
The pain is revealed in every muscle and sinew of  his body, and one can almost feel it oneself  in the 
painful contraction of  the abdomen without looking at the face or other parts of  the body at all. 
However, this pain expresses itself  without any sign of  rage either in his face or in his posture. He does 
not raise his voice in a terrible scream, which Virgil describes his Laocoön as doing; the way in which 
his mouth is open does not permit it. Rather he emits the anxious and subdued sigh described by 
[Jacopo] Sadolet [the fifteenth-sixteenth century poet]. The pain of  body and the nobility of  soul are 
distributed and weighed out, as it were, over the entire figure with equal intensity. Laocoön suffers, but 
he suffers like the Philoctetes of  Sophocles [fifth century Greek tragedian]; his anguish pierces our 
very soul, but at the same time we wish that we were able to endure our suffering as well as this great 
man does.  

Expressing so noble a soul goes far beyond the formation of  a beautiful body. This artist must have 
felt within himself  that strength of  spirit which he imparted to his marble. In Greece artists and 
philosophers were united in one person, and there was more than one Metrodorus.  Philosophy 2

extended its hand to art and breathed into its figures more than common souls ....  

	 The remark on which the foregoing comments are based, namely that the pain in 
Laocoön's face is not expressed with the same intensity that its violence would lead us to expect, 
is perfectly correct. It is also indisputable that this very point shows truly the wisdom of  the 
artist. Only the ill-informed observer would judge that the artist had fallen short of  nature and 
had not attained the true pathos of  suffering.  
	 But as to the reasons on which Herr Winckelmann bases this wisdom, and the 

universality of  the rule which he derives from it, I venture to be of  a different opinion.  

*** 

 Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Extract from Laocoön: An Essay on the Limits of  Painting and Poetry, edited and 1

translated by Edward Allen McCormick, Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984, 
7-91. [Lessing was an eighteenth century German dramatist, critic and philosopher.][The notes in square 
brackets are mine, AF.]

 [Metrodorus of  Lampsacus the Elder, fifth century BCE philosopher, Metrodorus of  Cos, fifth century 2

Pythagorean writer, Metrodorus of  Chios, fourth century philosopher, Metrodorus of  Lampsacus the 
Younger, fourth century Epicurean philosopher, Methodorus of  Athens, second century BCE philosopher 
and painter and so forth.]
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High as Homer raises his heroes above human nature in other respects, he still has them remain 
faithful to it in their sensitiveness to pain and injury and in the expression of  this feeling by cries, 
tears, or invectives. In their deeds they are beings of  a higher order, in their feelings true men.  
	 I know that we more refined Europeans of  a wiser, later age know better how to govern 

our mouths and our eyes. Courtesy and propriety force us to restrain our cries and tears. The 
aggressive bravery of  the rough, early ages has become in our time a passive courage of  
endurance. Yet even our ancestors were greater in the latter than the former. But our ancestors 
were barbarians. To master all pain, to face death's stroke with unflinching eye, to die laughing 
under the adder's bite, to weep neither at the loss of  one's dearest friend nor at one's own sins: 
these are the traits of  old Nordic heroism. Palnatoko [legendary Danish hero in the epic 
Jómsvíkinga] decreed that his Jomsburghers were not to fear anything nor even so much as 
mention the word 'fear.'  

Not so the Greek! He felt and feared, and he expressed his pain and grief. He was not 
ashamed of  any human weakness, but it must not prevent him from attaining honour nor from 
fulfilling his duty. The Greek acted from principles whereas the barbarian acted out of  his 
natural ferocity and callousness. In the Greek, heroism was like the spark hidden in the flint, 
which sleeps quietly as long as no external force awakens it, and robs it of  its clarity or its 
coldness. In the barbarian, heroism was a bright, consuming, and ever-raging flame which 
devoured, or at least blackened, every other fine quality in him. When Homer makes the 
Trojans march to battle with wild cries, while the Greeks go in resolute silence, the 
commentators rightly observe that the poet thereby intends to depict the former as barbarians 
and the latter as civilised peoples. [ ... ]  
	 It is worthy of  note that among the few tragedies which have come down to us from 

antiquity there are two in which physical pain is not the least part of  the misfortune that befalls 
the suffering heroes, Philoctetes and the dying Hercules. And Sophocles [fifth century BCE 
tragedian] lets even the latter wail and moan, weep and cry out. Thanks to our well-mannered 
neighbours, those masters of  propriety, a wailing Philoctetes or a bawling Hercules today would 
be the most ridiculous and unbearable figure on stage. One of  their most recent poets has, to 
be sure, ventured on a Philoctetes, but did he dare to show his audience the true Philoctetes?  
	 There is even a Laocoön among the lost plays of  Sophocles. If  only fate had saved this 

one for us! From the slight references of  some of  the ancient grammarians we cannot 
determine how the poet treated his subject. But of  this much I am certain: he did not portray 
Laocoön as more stoical than Philoctetes and Hercules. Stoicism is not dramatic, and our 
sympathy is in direct proportion to the suffering of  the object of  our interest. If  we see him 
bearing his misery with nobility of  soul, he will, to be sure, excite our admiration; but 
admiration is only a cold sentiment whose barren wonderment excludes not only every warmer 
passion but every other clear conception as well.  
	 I come now to my conclusion: if, according to the ancient Greeks, crying aloud when in 

physical pain is compatible with nobility of  soul, then the desire to express such nobility could 
not have prevented the artist from representing the scream in his marble. There must be 
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another reason why he differs on this point from his rival the poet, who expresses this scream 
with deliberate intention.  

Chapter Two  
Whether it be fact or fiction that Love inspired the first artistic effort in the fine arts, this much is 
certain: she never tired of  guiding the hands of  the old masters. Painting, as practiced today, 
comprises all representations of  three-dimensional bodies on a plane. The wise Greek, however, 
confined it to far narrower limits by restricting it to the imitation of  beautiful bodies only. The 
Greek artist represented only the beautiful, and ordinary beauty, the beauty of  a lower order, 
was only his accidental subject, his exercise, his relaxation. The perfection of  the object itself  in 
his work had to give delight, and he was too great to demand of  his audience that they be 
satisfied with the barren pleasure that comes from looking at a perfect resemblance, or from 
consideration of  his skill as a craftsman. Nothing in his art was dearer to him or seemed nobler 
than its ultimate purpose.  

*** 

	 … Among the ancients beauty was the supreme law of  the visual arts. Once this has 
been established, it necessarily follows that whatever else these arts may include must give way 
completely if  not compatible with beauty, and, if  compatible, must at least be subordinate to it.  
	 Let us consider expression. There are passions and degrees of  passion which are 

expressed by the most hideous contortions of  the face and which throw the whole body into 
such unnatural positions as to lose all the beautiful contours of  its natural state. The ancient 
artists either refrained from depicting such emotions or reduced them to a degree where it is 
possible to show them with a certain measure of  beauty.  
	 Rage and despair did not degrade any of  their works. I venture to say that they never 

depicted a Fury. Wrath was reduced to seriousness. In poetry it was the wrathful Jupiter who 
hurled the thunderbolt; in art it was only the stern Jupiter.  

Anguish was softened into sadness. Where this softening was impossible, where anguish would 
have been disparaging as well as distorting - what did Timanthes [Greek fourth century BCE 
painter] do? We know the answer from his painting of  the sacrifice of  Iphigenia: he imparted to 
each bystander the particular degree of  sadness appropriate to him but concealed the face of  
the father, which should have shown the most intense suffering. Many clever things have been 
said about this.  One critic, for instance, says that he had so exhausted himself  in depicting the 3

sorrowful faces of  the bystanders that he despaired of  his ability to give a still more sorrowful 
one to the father. Another says that by so doing he admitted that the anguish of  a father in such 
circumstances is beyond expressing. For my part, I see no incapacity on the part of  either the 

 [The most celebrated of  Timanthes’ works was a picture representing the sacrifice of  Iphigenia, in which he 3

finely depicted the emotions of  those who took part in the sacrifice; however, despairing of  rendering the 
grief  of  Agamemon, he represented him as veiling his face. A first century AD painting discovered at 
Pompeii, and now in the National Archaelogical Museum of  Naples, has been regarded as a copy or echo of  
this painting.]
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artist or his art. The intensity of  the emotions intensifies the corresponding expression in the 
features of  the face; the highest degree will cause the most extreme expression, and nothing is 
easier in art than to express this. But Timanthes knew the limits which the Graces had set for his 
art. He knew that the anguish appropriate to Agamemnon as the father would have to be 
expressed through distortions, which are always ugly. He went as far as he could in combining 
beauty and dignity with the expression of  anguish. He would have preferred to pass over the 
ugly or to soften it, but since his composition did not permit him to do either, there was nothing 
left him but to veil it. What he might not paint he left to conjecture. In short, this concealment is 
a sacrifice that the artist has made to beauty; it is an example, not of  how one pushes expression 
beyond the limits of  art, but how one should subject it to the first law of  art, the law of  beauty.  
	 If  we apply this now to the Laocoön, the principle which I am seeking becomes 

apparent. The master strove to attain the highest beauty possible under the given condition of  
physical pain. The demands of  beauty could not be reconciled with the pain in all its disfiguring 
violence, so it had to be reduced. The scream had to be softened to a sigh, not because 
screaming betrays an ignoble soul, but because it distorts the features in a disgusting manner. 
Simply imagine Laocoön's mouth forced wide open, and then judge! Imagine him screaming, 
and then look! From a form which inspired pity because it possessed beauty and pain at the 
same time, it has now become an ugly, repulsive figure from which we gladly turn away. For the 
sight of  pain provokes distress; however, the distress should be transformed, through beauty. into 
the tender feeling of  pity.  

*** 

Chapter Three  
As I have already said, art has been given a far wider scope in modern times. It is claimed that 
representation in the arts covers all of  visible nature, of  which the beautiful is but a small part. 
Truth and expression are art's first law, and as nature herself  is ever ready to sacrifice beauty for 
the sake of  higher aims, so must the artist subordinate it to his general purpose and pursue it no 
farther than truth and expression permit. It is enough that truth and expression transform the 
ugliest aspects of  nature into artistic beauty.  
	 But even if  we were willing to leave these ideas for the moment unchallenged as to their 

value, we would still have to consider, quite independently of  these ideas, why the artist must 
nevertheless set certain restraints upon expression and never present an action at its climax.  
	 The single moment of  time to which art must confine itself  by virtue of  its material 

limitations will lead us, I believe, to such considerations.  
	 If  the artist can never make use of  more than a single moment in ever-changing nature, 

and if  the painter in particular can use this moment only with reference to a single vantage 
point, while the works of  both painter and sculptor are created not merely to be given a glance 
but to be contemplated — contemplated repeatedly and at length — then it is evident that this 
single moment and the point from which it is viewed cannot be chosen with too great a regard 
for its effect. But only that which gives free rein to the imagination is effective. The more we see, 
the more we must be able to imagine. And the more we add in our imaginations, the more we 
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must think we see. In the full course of  an emotion, no point is less suitable for this than its 
climax. There is nothing beyond this, and to present the utmost to the eye is to bind the wings 
of  fancy and compel it, since it cannot soar above the impression made on the senses, to 
concern itself  with weaker images, shunning the visible fullness already represented as a limit 
beyond which it cannot go. Thus, if  Laocoön sighs, the imagination can hear him cry out; but if  
he cries out, it can neither go one step higher nor one step lower than this representation 
without seeing him in a more tolerable and hence less interesting condition. One either hears 
him merely moaning or else sees him dead.  
	 Furthermore, this single moment, if  it is to receive immutable permanence from art, 

must express nothing transitory. According to our notions, there are phenomena, which we 
conceive as being essentially sudden in their beginning and end and which can be what they are 
only for a brief  moment. However, the prolongation of  such phenomena in art, whether 
agreeable or otherwise, gives them such an unnatural appearance that they make a weaker 
impression the more often we look at them, until they finally fill us with disgust or horror. [Julien 
Offray] La Mettrie [the French eighteenth century philosopher], who had himself  portrayed in 
painting and engraving as a second Democritus, seems to be laughing only the first few times we 
look at him. Look at him more often and the philosopher turns into a fop. His laugh becomes a 
grin. The same holds true for screaming. The violent pain which extorts the scream either soon 
subsides or else destroys the sufferer. When a man of  firmness and endurance cries out he does 
not do so unceasingly, and it is only the seeming perpetuity of  such cries when represented in art 
that turns them into effeminate helplessness or childish petulance. This, at least, the artist of  the 
Laocoön had to avoid, even if  screaming had not been detrimental to beauty, and if  his art had 
been allowed to express suffering without beauty.  

*** 

Chapter Four  
I review the reasons given why the master of  the Laocoön was obliged to exercise moderation in 
expressing physical pain and find that all of  them have been derived from the special nature of  
the visual arts, their limitations, and their requirements. Hence anyone of  those causes could 
scarcely be applied to poetry.  
	 Without investigating here the extent to which the poet is able to depict physical beauty, 

we may accept this much as unquestionable: since the whole infinite realm at perfection lies 
open to his description, this external form, beneath which perfection becomes beauty, can at 
best be only one of  the least significant means by which he is able to awaken our interest in his 
characters. Often he ignores it entirely, being convinced that once his hero has won our favour 
his other qualities will either occupy us to such a point that we do not think of  his physical form 
or, if  we do think of  it, we will be so captivated that we give him of  our own accord if  not a 
beautiful form, at least an ordinary one.  
	 Least of  all will he have to consider the sense of  sight in any single trait that is not 
expressly intended to appeal to it. When Virgil's Laocoön screams, does it occur to anyone that 
a wide-open mouth is necessary in order to scream, and that this wide open mouth makes the 
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face ugly? Enough that clamores horrendos ad sidera tolli  has a powerful appeal to the ear, no 4

matter what its effect on the eye! He who demands a beautiful picture here has failed to 
understand the poet.  
	 Moreover, there is nothing to compel the poet to compress his picture into a single 

moment. He may, if  he so chooses, take up each action at its origin and pursue it through all 
possible variations to its end. Each variation which would cost the artist a separate work costs 
the poet but a single pen stroke; and if  the result of  this pen stroke, viewed by itself, should 
offend the hearer's imagination, it was either anticipated by what has preceded or is so softened 
and compensated by what follows that it loses its individual impression and in combination 
achieves the best effect in the world. Thus, if  it were really improper for a man to cry out in the 
violence of  pain, what prejudice can this slight and transitory impropriety create in us against a 
man whose other virtues have already inclined us in his favour?  
	 Virgil's Laocoön cries out, but this screaming Laocoön is the same man whom we 

already know and love as a prudent patriot and loving father. We do not relate his cries to his 
character, but solely to his unbearable suffering. It is this alone which we hear in them, and it 
was only by this means that the poet could convey it clearly to our senses.  
* * *  

Chapter Sixteen  
But I shall attempt now to derive the matter from its first principles.  
	 I reason thus: if  it is true that in its imitations painting uses completely different means or 

signs than does poetry, namely figures and colours in space rather than articulated sounds in 
time, and if  these signs must indisputably bear a suitable relation to the thing signified, then 
signs existing in space can express only objects whose wholes or parts coexist, while signs that 
follow one another can express only objects whose wholes or parts are consecutive.  
	 Objects or parts of  objects which exist in space are called bodies. Accordingly, bodies 

with their visible properties are the true subjects of  painting.  
	 Objects or parts of  objects which follow one another are called actions. Accordingly, 

actions are the true subjects of  poetry.  
	 However, bodies do not exist in space only, but also in time. They persist in time, and in 

each moment of  their duration they may assume a different appearance or stand in a different 
combination. Each of  these momentary appearances and combinations is the result of  a 
preceding one and can be the cause of  a subsequent one, which means that it can be, as it were, 
the centre of  an action. Consequently, painting too can imitate actions, but only by suggestion 
through bodies.  
	 On the other hand, actions cannot exist independently, but must be joined to certain 

beings or things. Insofar as these beings or things are bodies, or are treated as such, poetry also 
depicts bodies, but only by suggestion through actions.  

 Virgil. Aeneid 1. 222: 'He lifted up his voice in horrible cries to the heavens.' 4
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	 Painting can use only a single moment of  an action in its coexisting compositions and 
must therefore choose the one which is most suggestive and from which the preceding and 
succeeding actions are most easily comprehensible.  
	 Similarly, poetry in its progressive imitations can use only one single property of  a body. 

It must therefore choose that one which awakens the most vivid image of  the body, looked at 
from the point of  view under which poetry can best use it. From this comes the rule concerning 
the harmony of  descriptive adjectives and economy in description of  physical objects.  

* * *  

Chapter Seventeen  
But the objection will be raised that the symbols of  poetry are not only successive but are also 
arbitrary; and, as arbitrary symbols, they are of  course able to represent bodies as they exist in 
space. Examples of  this might be taken from Homer himself. We need only to recall his shield 
of  Achilles to have the most decisive instance of  how discursively and yet at the same time 
poetically a single object may be described by :,resenting its coexistent parts.  
	 I shall reply to this twofold objection. I call it twofold because a correct deduction must 

hold good even without examples; and, conversely, an example from Homer is of  importance to 
me even when I am unable to justify it by means of  deduction.  
	 It is true that since the symbols of  speech are arbitrary, the parts of  a body may, through 

speech, be made to follow one another just as readily as they exist side by side in nature. But this 
is a peculiarity of  speech and its signs in general and not as they serve the aims of  poetry. The 
poet does not want merely to be intelligible, nor is m content — as is the prose writer — with 
simply presenting his image clearly and concisely. He wants rather to make the ideas he awakens 
in us so vivid that at that moment we believe that we feel the real impressions which the objects 
of  these ideas would produce on us. In this moment of  illusion we should cease to be conscious 
of  the means which the poet uses for this purpose, that is, his words. This was the substance of  
the definition of  a poetical painting given above. But the poet is always supposed to paint, and 
we shall now see how far bodies with their coexistent parts adapt themselves to this painting.  
	 How do we arrive at a clear conception of  an object in space? We first look at its parts 

singly, then the combination of  parts, and finally the totality. Our senses perform these various 
operations with such astonishing rapidity that they seem to us to be but one single operation, 
and this rapidity is absolutely necessary if  we are to receive an impression of  the whole, which is 
nothing more than the result of  the conception of  the parts and of  their combination. Now let 
us assume that the poet takes us from one part of  the object to the other in the best possible 
order; let us assume that he knows how to make the combination of  these parts ever so clear to 
us; how much time would he use in doing this? That which the eye takes in at a single glance he 
counts out to us with perceptible slowness, and it often happens that when we arrive at the end 
of  his description we have already forgotten the first features. And yet we are supposed to form a 
notion of  the whole from these features. To the eye, parts once seen remain continually present; 
it can run over them again and again. For the ear, however, the parts once heard are lost unless 
they remain in the memory. And even if  they do remain there, what trouble and effort it costs to 
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renew all their impressions in the same order and with the same vividness; to review them in the 
mind all at once with only moderate rapidity, to arrive at an approximate idea of  the whole!  

* * *  

Chapter Eighteen  
[ ... ] It remains true that succession of  time is the province of  the poet just as space is that of  
the painter.  
	 It is an intrusion of  the painter into the domain of  the poet, which good taste can never 

sanction, when the painter combines in one and the same picture two points necessarily 
separate in time, as does Fra Mazzuoli when he introduces the rape of  the Sabine women and 
the reconciliation effected by them between their husbands and relations, or as Titian does 
when he presents the entire history of  the prodigal son, his dissolute life, his misery, and his 
repentance.   5

It is an intrusion of  the poet into the domain of  the painter and a squandering of  much 
imagination to no purpose when, in order to give the reader an idea of  the whole, the poet 
enumerates one by one several parts of  things which I must necessarily survey at one glance in 
nature if  they are to give the effect of  a whole.  

 [This sentence is made obscure by three difficulties: (1) There is no known painter named Fra Mazzuoli. If  5

Lessing may refer to Francesco Mazzola, also known as Parmigianino. (2) But there is no known painting of  
this subject by Parmigianino; (3) Titian is not known to have painted the history of  the prodigal son. A reader 
can only assume that Lessing was writing without access to references and has misremembered his sources.]
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